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As a leading mobile apps development company in Vietnam, we pride our-
selves as being one of the best when it comes to developing, designing 
and deploying mobile applications for multiple mobile platforms such as 
native and crossed platforms Android and IOS (iPad and iPhone).

We will help propel your business to success by providing you quality and 
unique mobile app development services that will meet your current cus-
tomer demands.

As a company, we have tremendous experience in developing customer 
centric mobile applications for various platforms.

Our highly skilled staffs will deliver flexible end product that will suit your 
needs. In addition to that, we also have enhancement capabilities that en-
ables us to provide value addition to mobile applications features like social 
networking, beacons BLE technologies, GPS tracking as well as API integra-
tion.

Mobile application development services that we provide:

- Iphone Application Development
- Android Application Development
- Mobile Application Maintenance And Support
- Custom Ipad Application Development
- Crossed Platform Application Development
- Mobile Application Development

MOBILE APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
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StageMetro
StageMetro is a lifestyle digital stage 
where talent is celebrated and rewarded. 
Through the StageMetro app, people 
can discover amazing talents around 
them, marvel as they perform on their 
own stage or even engage their services 
through a lifestyle marketplace.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- Video Streaming from AWS S3
- Stripe payment
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Breatherite
A mobile app that helps people with asthma track their symptoms

1. TECH STACKS

- Google Firebase Analytics
- Storage: Sqlite database for Android and FMDB for iOS.
- Chart: MPChartLib for Android and custom view for iOS.

- Swipe effect: AndroidSwipeLayout for Android and custom view for iOS. 
- Control Data changes: https://github.com/greenrobot/EventBus for Android 

- https://github.com/azu/NSDate-Escort to manipulate date in iOS
- MBProgressHUD to show loading in iOS

2. MOST CHALLENGES

- Scroll Behavior in Add Reminder screen.
- Optimize Battery in Home Weather screen.

- Asthma AR Unity screen.
- Gather data to submit to Firebase Analytics.

3. MAIN FEATURES

+ Set automatic reminders
+ Setup your Asthma Action Plan

+ Test your asthma control
+ Information/Tips about Asthma control
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Job Wacko
Create part-time, full-time jobs

Discovery job, post available dates
Working and attendance analytics.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Paypal mobile
Google Analytics

Calendar
Multi-storyboard

Nexmo sms
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EXPLORE – BE SURPRISED

Vietnam’s hosttest marketplace at your fingertips. 10743 products, 
12 different categories: fashion, tech…

SELL – CREATE YOUR SHOP

Make money from sell new or second-hand. Buyers will contact you, 
negotiate the price and meet up at the agreed location

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Multi-language - Push notification - Aviary Image SDK
CoreLocation - Facebook SDK - MixPanel Tracking

Storyboard - Autolayout - UICollectionView
Custom Fonts - Multi-resolution - Mapkit - UIAppearance

Meme App
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Luxasia collaborative tool that al-
lows staff to communicate company 
wide news/events with each other. 
It provides a simple chat function 
that allows quick communications 
with each other. 

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Real-Time chat
Calendar
NewsFeed

Luxasia
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Receive exciting deals the moment you’re move by beacons
Deals from stores including bars, restaurants and shopping outlets

Only receive deals that you actually want 

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- Pull To Refresh - Multi-resolution
- Swiped View Stack - Bluetooth beacons

- Flux Dispatcher - Core-Data
- Zoomed Menu - Filters

Instacoupon
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Bardy
Explore pubs, nearby clubs
Events with barddy
News, reviews from newest places search 
nearby, advanced options
Find the pub that fit to you

CREATE EVENTS

Public or just fiends events

WITH YOUR BARDDY

Invite friends to join event, message, share

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- Push notification
- Sidebar menu
- UI Animation
- Facebook SDK
- Instabug
- Media Player
- Pull to refresh header, bottom
- Storyboard-autolayout
- UICollectionView
- Core Location
- App Structure: tabbar, sidebar
- Custom UIs
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CMA
CMA Holdings is an app that allows 
drivers to submit electronic proof of 

delivery and provided real time tracking 
of packages’ location. The app supports 
capturing of photographs, signatures, 
barcode, locations, arrival time, COD 

payments etc.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Jobs Clustering with 
Google Directions api

MVVM
Clustering Map
Offline database
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LB Truong An

EASY TO USE, LEARN TO DRIVE CAR EVERY WHERE.

Work offline, application doesn’t need to connect to the internet. The result 
of the test is stored by local storage

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

React Native - React Native Mail
React Native Mock - Babel

Polyfill - Jest Cli - Eslint
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Healthcare
Monitor and analyze heart-rate,
respiration-rate in realtime.
Support booking health care service.
Tele-advise(Video call and chat message) 
between nurses and patient.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- Signal-R
- Quick-Blox SDK
- React-native
- Socket connection
- BLE integration
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GREAT DEALS. YOUR WAY, EVERY DAY

Find Great Deals And Coupons Nearest To You
Locate The Merchants Informations Like Telephone , Address And Map Directions

Keep Track Of Deals To Your ‘Favourites’ Folder.
 

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- Push notification - Map Clustering - Synchronize
- Offline database - Deeplink - Social Sharing

- Search & Filter - Custom UIs

Standard chartered bank
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Inspector App
A SOFTWARE SOLUTION FOR GOVERNMENT, 
REAL ESTATE, BUILDING INSPECTORS

Paper-based checklist
Take photographs
Online or off-line: Sync data

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- Push notification
- UIWebview
- Canvas - Signiture
- UIImagePickerController
- Core Data
- Sync offline
- UITableView
- Core Location
- Custom UIs
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Voista Mobile
The primary objective of the this app is 
to help organisations deliver training to 
their client facing staff. The secondary 
objective is to enable business own-
ers and team leaders to monitor the 

progress that their teams and staff have 
made in the way of said training.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Custom Graph/Chart
Nuance voice recognize

Download multiple videos
Video playing
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Ryde
RYDE is the world’s first real-time carpooling app.

RYDE matches drivers and riders going the same way. 
RYDE’s algorithm recommends a price so you know 
the amount before the trip. At the end of the trip, 
riders contribute cash directly to drivers to split costs.

Carpooling benefits all. For riders, it is social, 
eco-friendly and cost-effective. For drivers, this helps 
offset the cost of petrol and parking. RYDE provides a 
sustainable alternative to reduce carbon emissions.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

- CoreLocation - Facebook SDK
- Crashlytics - CoreData
- Mapkit - Google places api
- UICollectionView - Parse platform
- Paypal mobile
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